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Tackling problems, creating a plan, dealing with c
Whether you’re starting out or well into your wealth creation journey, professional financial advice help you to define your
goals and the path to getting there. It gives you a map and ongoing support to help you take control of your future.
Everyone has different goals in life. But whatever
your goals, receiving advice can help bring you
closer to achieving them. When it comes to
managing your money, trying to build wealth,
securing your future and drawing up an effective
plan for fulfilling your financial objectives,
professional financial advice is essential.

REASSURANCE, EXPERTISE
AND CONFIDENCE
Now more than ever, households need the
reassurance, expertise and confidence that
professional financial advice provides during these
difficult times. The effects of the coronavirus
(COVID-19) are likely to have long-lasting effects
on our finances for years to come.
There is a proven direct correlation between
a person’s financial and mental wellbeing. New
research[1] has identified how professional financial

advice helps to improve the emotional wellbeing
of clients by making them feel more confident and
financially resilient when compared to those who
have not received advice – especially in times of crisis.

COMMONLY RECOGNISED
EMOTIONAL BENEFITS
Around 17 million people in the UK have received
financial advice. For advised clients, the most
commonly recognised emotional benefits of their
adviser’s services is having access to expertise,
which makes them feel more confident in their
financial plans, feeling more in control of their
finances and gaining peace of mind.
The research also shows that advised clients
feel positive about the service they received –
with the key areas of satisfaction being the quality
of advice and expertise (82%), communication
style (81%) and trustworthiness (81%).

FEELING MORE CONFIDENT
ABOUT THE FUTURE
The research highlights that people who receive
professional financial advice feel more confident
about the future and more financially resilient.
Around three in five (63%) who received
advice said they felt financially secure and
stable compared to just half (48%) who had
not received advice. Four in ten (41%) who had
not received advice felt anxious about their
household finances compared to just a third
(32%) of those who were advised.
Advisers also helped people to boost their
knowledge and gain a better understanding of their
finances – particularly when it comes to protection
and retirement planning. Advised clients feel up to
three times more confident about understanding
products and financial matters, compared with
people who don’t have an adviser.
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Understanding of financial products was much
greater amongst those who were advised
compared to the non-advised. A quarter of nonadvised individuals said they would not know
where to start when asked about life insurance
(23%) or protecting against serious illness (24%).
In comparison, just 7% of those who were
advised gave this response when asked about life
insurance and 8% would not know where to start
when asked about protecting against serious illness.

BEING MORE PREPARED FOR
LIFE’S SHOCKS
The research also looked at how the coronavirus
(COVID-19) crisis made non-advised clients feel
about their finances. A third (35%) of people felt
anxious about their financial situation and 65%
have come to appreciate the value in being more
prepared for life’s shocks.
An experienced adviser offers professional,
tailored advice based on your individual
circumstances and future aspirations. By
understanding the mistakes that unadvised
investors make, we are able to demonstrate the
value that an adviser brings. n

Source data:
[1] Royal London engaged with a UK nationally
representative sample of 4,007 people.
The research found 26% of UK population have
received financial advice. Based on the latest
population figures from the ONS, this equates to
around 17 million (17,367,169) people. https://
adviser.royallondon.com/globalassets/docs/adviser/
misc/brp8pd0008-feeling-the-benefit-of-financialadvice-adviser-report.pdf

THE VALUE OF
PROFESSIONAL
FINANCIAL ADVICE
At a time when many people will be worried
about their financial future, as the economic
impact of COVID-19 continues to be felt,
receiving professional financial advice is vital.
This research illustrates how advice can
offer real help to people in the successful
achievement of their goals. If you would like
to discuss your particular situation, please
contact us.

INFORMATION IS BASED ON OUR
CURRENT UNDERSTANDING OF TAXATION
LEGISLATION AND REGULATIONS. ANY
LEVELS AND BASES OF, AND RELIEFS FROM,
TAXATION ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. TAX
TREATMENT IS BASED ON INDIVIDUAL
CIRCUMSTANCES AND MAY BE SUBJECT
TO CHANGE IN THE FUTURE. ALTHOUGH
ENDEAVOURS HAVE BEEN MADE TO PROVIDE
ACCURATE AND TIMELY INFORMATION,
WE CANNOT GUARANTEE THAT SUCH
INFORMATION IS ACCURATE AS OF THE DATE
IT IS RECEIVED OR THAT IT WILL CONTINUE
TO BE ACCURATE IN THE FUTURE. NO
INDIVIDUAL OR COMPANY SHOULD ACT
UPON SUCH INFORMATION WITHOUT
RECEIVING APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONAL
ADVICE AFTER A THOROUGH REVIEW OF
THEIR PARTICULAR SITUATION. WE CANNOT
ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY LOSS AS A
RESULT OF ACTS OR OMISSIONS.
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